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HEAVY WATER 

 

There is something deeply arthritic about water and pain, the way water seeps into 

unexpected fissures in bones, the way it conducts pain itself — operatically, electrically. 

 

This morning I woke up, as I usually do, in pain. It was a new sort of pain, a pain that I 

had not encountered before, so I didn’t know how immediately to respond or manage it. 

All this while, I had sorted and filed each type of pain into neat bearable files, each with 

their possible recourse to relief, albeit temporary. 

 

It had rained all night, and this morning it continued without any relief. The sound of 

persistent rain once provided calm — but all this water sound, with its chaotic 

decibel, was annoying my breathing, heartbeat and sight.  

 

Whether my sight was blurring due to water battering my retina’s windscreen or whether 

it was triggered by the slow accumulation of pain in my heart was difficult to measure or 

analyse. Only intensity and volume mattered — cubic litres, millilitres — almost any 

equation with letters and numbers raised to the power of three. Triadic superscripts — n3 

— there lay some oblique clues, but perhaps only to the initiated or those who wished to 

be part of its intimacy. 

 

The irony of intimacy is such that the closest in the family seem the furthest away. Their 

attempt to be interested, in spite of being uninterested, ultimately measures pain and its 

intensity. Intensity is a peculiar thing — its measurements are tactile and ephemeral, 

quantifiable and infinite. It is measurable, its heat and depth fathomable. 

 

It is the ephemeral that is painful. Water creates all the confusion — its saltiness, its 

acridity, its mineralized purity, all compete in ways that chemical equations find hard to 

support or balance. 

 

Families of electrons, protons and neutrons speed away, whirring in patterned loops, 

forgetting all the while that the heart of their orbit may actually feel and breathe. But in 

science, as in the ambitious ruthless route of success, there is no room for unscientific 

thought — as if science and the arts, coolness and emotionality were mutually 

incompatible or different from each other. 

 

I am in pain, and I just want to cry, cry and cry — so that each searing cry can etch some 

fragment of a note, which has gone unnoticed, so that each measure of pain is no longer 

diluted for people who listen because they have to. 

 

I wish to paint a canvas that invents new indices of pain and water, for anyone who 

wishes to listen and bear, for anyone who wishes to understand — not because they need 

to, sitting comfortably straitjacketed — but because they are moved by it. We need to be 

moved, moved by the finer chords of music and art, so that both electricity and opera can 

operate as they always did, in tandem. 

 



But heavy heart, like heavy water, is difficult to dissolve — their melting and boiling 

points register unusual scales — scales that peal and peel, echo and layer, untying each 

and every fibre that breath requires in order to survive. 

 

* 

HEATHER 

 

I lie next to the sea. It is dead still, except for the invisible rippling soundless undulations 

the water makes as it breathes. There is no moonlight, but it is not pitch dark. 

 

You kiss me everywhere — everywhere, for hours and hours and hours. My lips are dry, 

my body salt-encrusted. You have eaten every bit of pleasure, yours and mine. I feel 

parched, dry, in spite of all the plenitude of water and our sweat. 

 

The sand too is sweating beneath us. Every grain remembers every wave, every caress, 

leaving behind just salt, a silver layer of salt as a gift — a talisman of love, of their 

inconsistent meetings. 

 

I feel parched like the sea-salt gauze. My tongue is parched in spite of your lavender 

saliva, saliva which has changed from that bouquet to the taste of heather, wild weather-

ravaged heather. 

 

I look around for light, but I can only see reflection. There is more beauty in second-hand 

glaze — the sky’s dark light radiating off your lashes, the water’s blue light hiding in 

your navel, the beach’s grainy light lying unwiped on your nipples, and the light’s 

invisible inner light stored in your pupils. 

 

The sea is getting restless. But I am dead still, except for the inaudible swishing that I can 

hear when you press yourself against my heart. 

 

I need to taste the grainy light that you wrap your skin in, each and every grain that maps 

the slow deliberate contours of your body. 

 

* 

 

WHITE 
 

1. 

 

It is evening. The soft, half-warm orange glow of the setting sun skims off the sea-skin 

into a high-rise apartment, lending its white walls an amber colour. Two friends, Banalata 

and Timur, sit talking endlessly, sipping ‘writer’s tea’ — the Japanese pottery the tea 

swirls and nestles in lends its own oblique infusion. White cushions on cane chairs, dark 

wooden floors defying white, a white painting with a red receding heart, a white lamp 

with red letters imprinted on its off-white ceramic. 

 

As all these construct their own parallel narratives, I glide, straddling a pair of large bird 

wings, swooping over the rust-coloured sea. In the same apartment where the wall’s 

canvas has been temporarily transformed, Banalata and Timur continue talking, unaware 

of me outside their picture window. I come flying here from hundreds of miles away, 



from the north of the country, every evening to hear the stories — stories of love, of 

grief, of laughter, of friendship. 

 

I have my own friend too, the one that allows me to fly, the one that lets me sit on her soft 

back as my limbs clutch at her breast, allowing me to hear her heartbeat. 

 

2. 

 

One of the tea drinkers — Banalata — dreamt of me last night: I was sitting in a stark 

white room that contained only a piano and nothing else. No, there was something else — 

two beautiful female forms. I was taking photographs of the two young women who were 

wearing white — just white, white on white, white without white. One of them wore a 

wide-brimmed hat with white felt trimmings. The other wore platinum-white anklets. 

 

Banalata kept calling out my name, but I was unaware of her voice — I couldn’t hear any 

sound except for the shutter-click of my camera and the whisper of the swishing fabric of 

the women’s costumes. I continued with my work, unaware of anyone’s voice. I could 

only see the two bodies gliding into different positions, like water does, shaping itself in 

transparent white containers. 

 

Banalata said it was bizarre — I thought the transposed dream was even more bizarre. 

Somewhere the black-and-white negatives were altered or misplaced or incorrectly washed. 

The image was white. 

 

3. 

 

On a candlelit stage in the city, I see three friends reciting poetry. Two of them are wearing 

black — one of them has a distinctive long red crumpled-cotton scarf draped around his 

neck; and the third in the centre, white. The centre-white sings exquisitely, moving 

seamlessly from mantra to azan to raga, moving in and out of words — words in Urdu that 

make even the minutest skin-hair stand on their ends, words in English that make prayer 

flags in the Himalayas flutter with the gentlest delicacy, words that make silence sing, 

words that remain quiet, words that resonate from my friend’s throat in understated marble-

white. 

 

4. 

 

Banalata visits a hospital in her city, as I do in mine. One is crowded, the other empty. 

 

I like empty hospitals. I love their stark eerie spaces filled with instruments that deal with 

disease and death. I like the white beds, the whiteness of mummy-wraps, the whiteness of 

cotton and gauze. How beautiful it is when blood stains the white, and the red imprints its 

dominant strokes, scarring the white stillness. 

 

For now though, everything is white — white walls, white floors, white lights, white tiles, 

white gloves, white coats and the white of paleness. 

 

5. 

 

The red calligraphy on the white lamp in Banalata’s apartment must have been done in 

the artist’s blood. That is the only reason its lustre still glows deep crimson in the white 

light. 



 

I know the calligrapher well. He handwrote my first book of poems two decades ago. I 

had promised him a poem in return for his art. But for all the time since then, I have been 

unable to write. All my poems remain in my head. 

 

6. 

 

Today after so many years, I wrote one for him — a poem, etched on white handmade 

paper, written in white ink. But I know he will not be able to decipher this colour — neither 

the transparency of white, nor the white’s opacity. But in his mind’s eye, he will sense its 

essence — and that is all that really matters. 

 

My text appears only in white — it will remain white — its narrative invisible to all, and 

visible only to a few. 

 

7. 

 

White is holding her colours close to her chest — the rainbow struggling to escape from 

her cleavage refracts swiftly back to white. The big white bird is witness to this, so are the 

white candles on stage, the sheer white chiffon on the two women, the white parchment, 

the white ink and the white of the white light. 

 

* 

 

 

GOLD SQUARES ON MUSLIN 
 

1. 

 

I admire her crisp off-white muslin — it is sheer and full of well-worn elegance. It has — 

spread sparsely over its cotton — scatters of delicate little squares of gold, zari woven by 

hand, intricately, with care, two generations ago. 

 

These little pieces of gold spark narratives — revealing intimate secrets of family, 

motherhood and friendship — stories hitherto hidden in a silo, secured steadfastly within 

the hierarchy of starch, grace and poise. 

 

But this sari is also wrapped around someone whose body is not quite there. Invisibly 

present and distracted, she remarks to me — 

 

‘Look at the clock, it is so late.’ 

 

2. 

 

The clock shows different times on the same dial — reminiscing two separate moments 

on two separate continents, simultaneously. The same time is two different times for the 

two of us. And yet we are part of the same story. 

 

The slender hands move with mechanical precision, not mapping the irregular heart and 

pulse beats that burn constantly inside my body. The clock hands appear to move fast, or 

not at all — and that is the fate of our histories. 

 



3. 

 

Outside, I can hear the breeze gathering force over the waves as the tides prepare for the 

evening, their crests rising higher and higher. They make insistent surf noises, as each crown 

of white foam releases a strong scent of seaweed and salt. This is enough to make me 

intoxicated. 

 

Inside, I sit on a white-cushioned cane sofa to catch my breath. On a side table next to me 

stands a large white porcelain lamp with a wide-brimmed off-white lampshade. On its 

perfectly convex belly are characters in bright red, painted and glazed in Oriental script. 

 

So much is hidden in so little a space — a flourish of a Zen-like haiku, compressing more 

than it reveals, providing calm in such turbulence. The Japanese characters mean 

‘happiness’ in Kanji, and that quietly uplifts me more than my friend can ever imagine. 

 

A clear low-watt bulb hidden behind the lampshade casts a circular spread of light on 

the heavy teak of the floor — the illuminated space and its fuzzy-edged 

circumference merges with the yellow of the light and dark brown of the hundred-

and-fifty-year-old teak. 

 

4. 

 

The sea breeze enters the apartment with its heady scent. The lemon washed walls, the 

white ceiling, the books, the glass and granite banisters, the surety of wood, and all the 

bric-a-brac from the world over provide the mise en scène of a film that has never been 

shot. 

 

Yet all the characters in the cast are ready with their well-rehearsed lines, poised to trip 

off their lips in perfectly intoned delivery. I, too, am on the play’s cast — a very minor 

character — a mute one — my tongue slashed for speaking of the heart’s peculiarities. 

 

And yet, I do not know any other way to live or to act — I just have to act the way my 

spinal split-ends direct me. Only in this unmade film, the master puppeteer’s many strings 

carefully hide the excruciating pain that I carry permanently on my bare back’s nerve 

endings. 

 

5. 

 

My friend tells me that we all have to mark our lives with tattoos of comradeship. Invisible 

tattoos they may be, but they have to be etched all the same, in spite of the pain that 

accompanies. 

 

So, we summon the best tattooist in town. She is an artist with the slenderest of fingers, 

and nails that reveal under them parallel striations of blood that give colour to the 

unpolished surfaces. She is a miniature painter and has the most exquisite hand for 

understated design. Her eyes have a sharp-honed focus that is so intense, that it can, in a 

moment of instant combustion, split white light into its seven strands. 

 

Amid all this, I can only provide her with translucent white ink, one that she mixes with 

earthy natural hues. And the rest spontaneously draws itself out — exquisite, with an 

elaborate concentration of detail, minute and passionate. 

 



6. 

 

I can hear voices, other people’s voices — movements, shifting of paper. 

 

‘The demons constantly hover around in my mind,’ my friend said. ‘And now they are 

talking aloud, making themselves heard’. 

 

All this pain, a whisperingly silent pain, in my bloodstream — this shingle-sharp pain 

seems to reside permanently in me. 

 

7. 

 

Next evening, on Mumbai’s waterfront, I sit dangling my feet over the embankment with 

the sea below and Gateway of India behind me. I swallow the brackish air once again, 

taking in deep gulps. They provide brief toxic relief to my broken heart. 

 

The brilliant evening light that, not too long ago, illuminated the sandblasted ochre face 

of the monument and the white boats on the blue-grey seascape, has now faded. In 

the descending dark, the sea smell tries to induce a misplaced sense of romanticism 

in me. Selfishly, I try to grab on to any illusion of love that comes my way, but my 

heart can only gather the heavy weight of gloom. 

 

8. 

 

I start making my way back to the friend’s apartment that I now call home in this city. It 

is perched high on the city’s skyline, watching over the electric night canvas of the streets 

and buildings below. I hope that upon my return, all that glitter and the sea scent will lift 

my spirits. 

 

I, so dearly, look forward to those little gold squares on the muslin where I want to paint 

pictures. I want to talk to the little girl in my friend’s small blue and yellow painting that 

has her fighting the winds to keep her umbrella in shape. I want to reread the poem that is 

inscribed below it. 

 

But upon my return I see that the muslin canvas I longed for has now vanished. It has 

been replaced with ordinary black linen, a colour I have dreaded facing, a colour I had 

donned myself last night. 

 

9. 

 

‘I hope we have at least gathered strength from our comradeship,’ I tell her upon my 

arrival. 

 

‘Our desire for love, for death, for rains, for chemical smells of paint, for Edith Piaf,’ I 

said, ‘is all meaningless, without our desire to breathe fully the air we create, and are 

inherently blessed with’. 

 

‘Let us go then, you and I / When the evening is spread out against the sky . . .’ — ‘Chool 

tar kobekar andhokar Bidishar nisha . . .’ — Damn it, why do I only remember other 

people’s poetry, poets whose work I admire, old lyrics, sad songs? — All this memory, 

there is too much latent memory. 

 



But then, why not — you are an old companion — and I have been writing letters to you 

on onion-skin paper that I bought in your city. The paper has traces of lavender petals 

embedded in its pulp; its pages are bound in purple leather with Devanagari script printed 

on it in gold. 

 

But this is not the gold I desire. 

 

10. 

 

I still search for the off-white muslin to write and paint on. But it is too far now. I can see 

it in the distance — it is now a sail on a fishing boat fast receding into the horizon. 

 

And the recent brilliantly orange-red sunset is stunning for the same reason as the 

level of toxins in my bloodstream. 

 

‘Wear that sari again,’ I ask my friend. But she can no longer find it. 

 

* 
 


